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Introduction
Genital herpes (GH) is the most frequent cause of genital ulceration worldwide. It results in a chronic, recurrent viral genital infection. It is caused by herpes simplex virus (HSV), most commonly HSV-2, although an increasing proportion of GH is now caused by HSV-1. Asymptomatic viral shedding accounts for the majority of instances of sexual transmission of HSV-2. Antiviral chemotherapy offers a significant clinical benefit to the majority of symptomatic patients and is the mainstay of management. Counselling regarding the natural history, risk of sexual and perinatal transmission, and methods to reduce transmission are integral to clinical management. Research continues to be undertaken in developing a prophylactic HSV-2 vaccine. Recent attention has focused on the role of HSV-2 as a co-factor for HIV infection and hence HSV-2 treatment may have a role as an HIV prevention strategy.

This paper reviews the epidemiology, natural history and diagnosis with emphasis on the management of GH in women and in pregnancy based on the latest guidelines from the British Association for Sexual Health and HIV (BASHH) and the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) and recent published literature. It also discusses HSV-2 vaccination and the synergistic interaction between HIV and HSV, which may be driving the HIV epidemic in the developing world.

Search methods
This review is based on PubMed and MEDLINE searches for GH over the past 17 years (1990 to February 2007). Search terms used were “genital herpes, HSV, HSV epidemiology, HSV vaccine” with the limits meta-analyses, randomised controlled trial (RCT) and review. Other sources of information included the Health Protection Agency (HPA) and World Health Organization (WHO) websites and revised guidelines and recommendations of BASHH (2007), CDC (2006) and the International Herpes Management Forum. Additional data were obtained from recent international meetings and personal experience of treating patients with GH.

Epidemiology
HSV is a double-stranded DNA virus that forms part of the alpha herpesviridae subfamily of viruses. HSV exists as two types, type 1 and 2, which are distinguished by antigenic differences in their envelope proteins. HSV exists as a double-stranded DNA virus that forms part of the alpha herpesviridae subfamily of viruses. Infection may or may not cause symptoms and is followed by asymptomatic shedding. It is estimated that up to 70% of all genital HSV-2 is transmitted during asymptomatic shedding from an index partner with HSV-2. The initial infection may or may not cause symptoms and is followed by seroconversion with type-specific antibodies 4–6 weeks after infection.

Natural history
After the initial infection (primary infection) by direct contact with the mucocutaneous surfaces of an infected person, the herpes virus establishes latency in the sacral dorsal root ganglion. With reactivation, the virus travels from the dorsal root ganglion back down the nerve root resulting in either a mucocutaneous outbreak or asymptomatic shedding. It is estimated that up to 70% of all genital HSV-2 is transmitted during asymptomatic shedding from an index partner with HSV-2. The initial infection may or may not cause symptoms and is followed by seroconversion with type-specific antibodies 4–6 weeks after infection.

Clinical manifestations
Initial infection
There are two types of first-episode infections. Non-primary infections are those that occur in a patient already infected with HSV, whilst true primary infection is HSV acquisition for the first time in an HSV seronegative patient. Non-primary infections are associated with fewer systemic symptoms, a shorter duration of disease, a shorter duration of viral shedding and fewer lesions than primary infections.

After an incubation period of 1–26 days, classical primary GH begins with prodromal symptoms characterised by localised pain or tingling lasting up to 24 hours. Constitutional symptoms such as fever, headache, malaise and inguinal lymphadenopathy are present in two-thirds of women. Papules followed by vesicles and pustules and later erosions appear over hours to days. These lesions

Recurrent lesions occur when latent virus reactivates. Generally HSV-1 has been associated with orolabial disease with most infections occurring during childhood. HSV-2 is almost entirely associated with genital disease. However recent studies have shown that an increasing proportion of GH is caused by HSV-1, particularly in Europe. This may be a result of increased oral genital contact combined with lower rates of childhood oral HSV-1 and hence lower immunity to genital HSV-1 infection. Genital HSV-1 infection is associated with less severe disease and fewer symptomatic recurrences and subclinical shedding than genital HSV-2 infection. HSV-2 seroprevalence varies notably across geographical regions.

Other sources of information included the Health Protection Agency (HPA) and World Health Organization (WHO) websites and revised guidelines and recommendations of BASHH (2007), CDC (2006) and the International Herpes Management Forum. Additional data were obtained from recent international meetings and personal experience of treating patients with GH.

Initial infection
There are two types of first-episode infections. Non-primary infections are those that occur in a patient already infected with HSV, whilst true primary infection is HSV acquisition for the first time in an HSV seronegative patient. Non-primary infections are associated with fewer systemic symptoms, a shorter duration of disease, a shorter duration of viral shedding and fewer lesions than primary infections.

After an incubation period of 1–26 days, classical primary GH begins with prodromal symptoms characterised by localised pain or tingling lasting up to 24 hours. Constitutional symptoms such as fever, headache, malaise and inguinal lymphadenopathy are present in two-thirds of women. Papules followed by vesicles and pustules and later erosions appear over hours to days. These lesions...
usually crust and then re-epithelialise and heal without scarring. Cervical lesions are common and are almost always associated with first-episode disease. Dysuria and urinary retention may occur with urethral lesions although urinary retention is primarily associated with sacral radiculopathy.

**Recurrent infection**

Reurrences are generally milder than the initial episode with fewer lesions and a shorter duration of viral shedding. The median recurrence rate for HSV-2 is four recurrences per year. Approximately 90% of infected individuals have at least one recurrence during the first year, 38% have six or more recurrences and 20% have more than 10 recurrences.7,8 Recurrences are less frequent in HSV-1 and tend to decrease over time. Patients who experience severe primary symptoms have more frequent recurrences. Recurrences tend to be spontaneous but patients often report certain triggers including emotional or physical stress, menses, immunosuppression, concurrent infection and sexual intercourse.

Asymptomatic viral shedding, whereby the virus is shed intermittently on the mucosal surfaces of the genitals in the absence of clinical signs or symptoms, accounts for the majority of transmission of HSV. This means that the majority of GH infections are transmitted by patients unaware that they have been infected or who are asymptomatic when transmission occurs. This has implications when counselling patients regarding transmission of HSV to current or future sexual partners. The frequency of viral shedding is highest in the first year of acquisition and is less frequent with HSV-1 infection.

**Diagnosis**

**Viral culture**

Viral culture is the most frequently used routine diagnostic method in the UK. It allows typing of HSV isolates. It is highly specific (virtually 100%). Sensitivity depends on the stage of the lesion and levels of viral shedding. The sensitivity of viral culture is greatest from samples obtained from patients with vesicles followed by samples from ulcers and less so in samples from crusted lesions. First-episode ulcers shed more virus than recurrent ulcers. Viral culture is, however, slow and labour intensive.

**Polymerase chain reaction**

Polymerase chain reaction (PCR) has greater sensitivity than viral culture. It increases HSV detection rates by 11–71% compared with viral culture. It is currently most often used for testing of cerebrospinal fluid for HSV encephalitis in patients presenting with neurological symptoms. Real-time PCR is recommended by the BASHH guidelines as the preferred diagnostic method for GH.9

Other viral antigen detection methods such as direct immunofluorescent assays are associated with a lower sensitivity and specificity than virus culture.

**Testing for HSV antibodies**

After infection with HSV, antibodies develop within the first few weeks. Seroconversion can take up to 12 weeks and the antibodies persist for life. Most commercial tests are not type-specific. For HSV serological assays to be useful they need to be type-specific and detect antibodies against glycoproteins G (gG1 and gG2). A positive HSV-2 serology makes the diagnosis likely especially if the patient has had lesions. A positive HSV-1 serology can make the case difficult to interpret, as it is more likely to be associated with orolabial infection.

Western blot is the diagnostic gold standard but it is labour intensive, expensive and not widely available. The commercial glycoprotein-G-based type-specific assays that have been approved by the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) have sensitivities varying from 80% to 98%, with specificities of more than 96%.

It is important to remember that the predictive value of the test is influenced by the HSV seroprevalence rates within the group being tested. The positive predictive value may be very low if the prevalence is low, even with a high sensitivity and specificity resulting in a large number of false-positives. Local epidemiological data and patient demographic characteristics should be taken into account before offering and interpreting the test.

Screening of asymptomatic patients is currently not recommended. However, the only way of identifying asymptomatic patients who have been exposed to HSV-2 infection is by serological tests. In favour of screening would be to identify HSV seropositive patients, inform them of their HSV serostatus and introduce interventions to reduce transmission to uninfected partners. These interventions include modification of sexual practices, consistent condom use and use of suppressive antiviral therapy. Confirmation of seronegative status may afford protection from vaccines in the near future. The potential harms of screening include false-positive test results and there may be huge psychological and psychosexual implications in a patient who has never experienced any symptoms in discovering they have a disease that is sexually transmissible, lifelong and one for which there is no cure. It is known that antiviral therapy improves health outcomes in symptomatic persons (eg, those with multiple recurrences), however there is no evidence that the use of antiviral therapy improves health outcomes in those with asymptomatic infection.

Circumstances for which serological screening may be useful include patients with a history of recurrent culture or PCR-negative genital ulceration or sterile cystitis or cervicitis, as well as the asymptomatic partners of patients with GH. The latter includes asymptomatic pregnant women with male partners known to have GH. Type-specific serology can be used to identify discordant women and to introduce measures to reduce HSV acquisition. Routine screening of all asymptomatic pregnant women has been advocated especially in the USA, but appraisal of the evidence has shown that it is not cost effective except where there is a history of GH in the partner or demonstrating seroconversion in pregnancy.10

**Treatment**

**General treatment and advice**

All women should be told to clean affected areas with normal saline and be encouraged to pass urine in a bath if severe dysuria is present. Systemic analgesia in the form of non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs or paracetamol should be offered. Although local analgesia with lignocaine gel may in theory cause sensitisation, this rarely happens in practice and is often helpful particularly before micturition. It is important to look for and treat any secondary bacterial infection. All women in serodiscordant relationships should be advised to use condoms with their partners to reduce the risk of transmission and to avoid sex from the very first warning signs of an outbreak until the lesions have fully healed.

**Antiviral agents**

There are currently three oral antiviral drugs licensed for the treatment of GH. Aciclovir, a thymidine nucleoside analogue, was the first drug introduced to treat HSV
infection. It has poor bioavailability and a short half-life and as a result requires frequent dosing. It is available in generic formulations. Valaciclovir is a prodrug of aciclovir and famciclovir is a prodrug of the guanosine nucleoside analogue, penciclovir. The phosphorylated active form of each drug is a competitive inhibitor of viral DNA polymerase, resulting in inhibition of viral DNA synthesis. All have similar side effects, which include nausea, vomiting, headache and diarrhoea, although these adverse effects are extremely rare.

**First-episode GH**

The aim of treatment is to improve symptoms and speed recovery. All the antiviral agents have been shown to reduce the duration and severity of symptoms, and reduce healing times and duration of viral shedding in primary GH. For treatment to be effective it needs to be initiated as early as possible once a clinical diagnosis has been made and before laboratory confirmation. Treatment of primary infection has not been shown to alter the natural history of the disease and has no effect on the rates of recurrences of GH. Topical agents are less effective than oral agents and combined oral and topical treatment is of no benefit.

The recommended regimens are (all for 5 days):9

1. Aciclovir 200 mg five times daily
2. Aciclovir 400 mg three times daily
3. Valaciclovir 500 mg twice daily
4. Famciclovir 250 mg three times daily.

The CDC guidelines recommend up to 10 days of treatment.11 They also recommend valaciclovir at a higher dose of 1g twice daily.12 There is no evidence of benefit for courses longer than 5 days, although longer courses are justified if new lesions develop after this time.

All three drugs are similar in efficacy and toxicity hence choice would depend on cost and convenience of dosing schedule.

**Recurrent GH**

**Episodic antiviral treatment of recurrences**

Episodic treatment involves taking antiviral agents for a few days when a recurrence occurs in order to shorten the duration and severity of an episode. It is suitable for those individuals with mild and infrequent recurrences and for treating recurrences that are preceded by a prodrome. Episodic treatment treats individual recurrences, unlike suppressive treatment that aims to reduce the frequency of recurrences. To be most effective it needs to be taken during the prodromal phase or within the first 24 hours of the onset of a lesion when viral replication is at its greatest. All patients should be given a supply of antiviral agents to self-initiate as soon as a recurrence occurs. Early treatment provides a small but statistically significant benefit.

The recommended regimens are:9

1. Aciclovir 200 mg five times daily
2. Aciclovir 400 mg three times daily for 3–5 days
3. Valaciclovir 500 mg twice daily
4. Famciclovir 125 mg twice daily.

An effective course of antiviral therapy that is shorter than the current standard of 5 days is likely to improve patient compliance and overall satisfaction. A 3-day course of oral valaciclovir at a dose of 500 mg twice daily has been shown to be as effective as a 5-day course in reducing the healing time.13 A 2-day course of high-dose aciclovir at a dose of 800 mg three times a day also has been shown to significantly reduce the duration of lesions and viral shedding when compared with placebo.14 Both the above short-course therapies have now been incorporated into the revised 2007 BASHH guidelines and the 2006 CDC guidelines for the episodic treatment of recurrent GH.

Further studies have recently looked into reducing the duration of patient-initiated antiviral therapy even further without losing their clinical benefit leading to ultra-short courses.

Aoki et al. evaluated the effectiveness of patient-initiated single-day oral famciclovir at a dose of 1000 mg twice daily versus placebo for the treatment of recurrent GH and found it to be an effective alternative to the current recommended regimens.15

Famciclovir taken within 6 hours of onset of symptoms reduced lesion healing time and duration of pain by approximately 2 days and prevented progression to a full outbreak in about one in four patients. This short-course regimen has also been now included in the current guidelines mentioned above. Bavaro et al. demonstrated that a 1-day course of oral valaciclovir at a dose of 2000 mg twice daily in patients with recurrent GH was safe, well tolerated and led to a reduction in the duration of lesions and viral shedding compared to natural history studies of genital HSV-2. (NB. No placebo group was used in this study.) Only 5% of patients experienced a second lesional recurrence in the 14 days after treatment initiation.16

**Suppressive treatment**

This involves taking antiviral treatment continuously for a defined period of time (6 months or more) in order to prevent recurrences. It is usually recommended in patients with more than six recurrences per year or those with psychological sequelae secondary to their infection. Suppressive treatment reduces the number and frequency of symptomatic recurrences, reduces asymptomatic viral shedding and allows patients to cope better with psychological sequelae. All three drugs are likely to be equally effective and there are patient safety data available for aciclovir extending to more than 18 years. Development of resistance is extremely rare in immunocompetent patients.

Suppressive treatment has also been shown to reduce the risk of HSV transmission to uninfected partners. A landmark study by Corey et al. showed that suppressive treatment with valaciclovir 500 mg once daily for 8 months reduced the rate of symptomatic HSV infection by 75% and reduced the risk of HSV-2 infection by 48% in the susceptible partner.17 Following this study, the FDA in the USA recommended that physicians offer valaciclovir therapy to immunocompetent individuals concerned about transmitting GH to a heterosexual partner in conjunction with condom use and safer sex behaviour.

The recommended regimens are:9

1. Aciclovir 400 mg twice daily
2. Aciclovir 200 mg four times daily
3. Famciclovir 250 mg twice daily
4. Valaciclovir 500 mg once daily.

The CDC guidelines are similar but also include valaciclovir 1 g once daily as an alternative option and should be considered in patients experiencing more than nine recurrences in a year.18

**Psychosocial implications and counselling**

For many patients, a diagnosis of GH infection and implications of a lifelong viral illness with recurrences can provoke severe emotions of anxiety, guilt and isolation. Counselling of infected patients and their partners is critical in the management. The goals of counselling are to help patients cope with the infection and to prevent sexual and perinatal transmission. Points to consider include:11,19,20

1. Patients should be informed about the natural history of the disease, potential for recurrent attacks and asymptomatic viral shedding.
Antiviral therapy is available and effective but does not cure infection.
Patients should inform current and future sexual partners.
Abstain from sex when lesions or prodrome symptoms are present.
Sexual transmission can occur during asymptomatic periods.
Consistent use of latex condoms to reduce risk of transmission.
Sexual partners may be infected even without symptoms and serological testing can determine whether they are at risk.
Asymptomatic patients diagnosed by serological testing should receive the same counselling messages as those with symptomatic infections.
The risk of transmission can be further decreased by the daily use of valaciclovir by the infected person.

Management of GH during pregnancy
Acquisition of GH during pregnancy often causes severe anxiety to both patient and practitioner. The most devastating complication of infection is neonatal herpes, which has a high morbidity and mortality. It is rare outside North America. In the UK it has an incidence of 1.65 per 100,000 live births annually compared with the much higher incidence of 20–50 per 100,000 live births in the USA.

The two most important factors influencing transmission to the neonate include the timing of infection and the type of infection. A study by Brown et al. demonstrated that the greatest risk of transmission is amongst those women who acquire primary HSV infection in the third trimester and who shed the virus at term. The estimated risk of neonatal herpes with first-episode genital lesions at delivery is 31–40% compared to the smaller risk with recurrent disease of 3%.

The reasons why primary infection poses the greatest risk are two-fold. Primary infection is associated with higher viral loads and higher rates of subclinical shedding. In females who have acquired new infection in the third trimester, the neonate is not protected after intrapartum exposure by passively acquired protective maternal antibodies, which can take up to 12 weeks to develop. Other factors that facilitate neonatal transmission include use of invasive obstetric procedures such as use of fetal scalp electrodes and forceps, which may damage neonatal skin in labour and should be avoided. Duration of rupture of membranes, whereby the membranes have been ruptured by more than 4 hours, is also associated with increased risk of transmission.

Prevention of neonatal HSV transmission
Use of antivirals in pregnancy
None of the three aforementioned antivirals are licensed for use in pregnancy. They are generally considered to be well tolerated and reasonably safe in pregnancy. The aciclovir pregnancy registry that collected data on prenatal exposure to aciclovir over a period of 14 years did not demonstrate any increase in the number of birth defects.

The valaciclovir pregnancy registry that ran for 4 years and is now closed likewise did not demonstrate any increase in birth defects.

First-episode GH
First- and second-trimester acquisition
Caesarean section is not indicated in women who acquire infection in the first or second trimester. Here treatment should be with standard doses of aciclovir and vaginal delivery anticipated.

Third-trimester acquisition
Use of Caesarean section for the prevention of GH has not been evaluated in RCTs. Caesarean section should be offered to all women presenting with first-episode genital lesions at the time of delivery and in the last 6 weeks of pregnancy as the risk of viral shedding is high. Use of type-specific serology and testing of paired sera (if a booking specimen is available) can be used to identify those women with true primary infections (which carry the greater risk of transmission) and play an important role in deciding which women should proceed to having a Caesarean section. These women should also be treated with suppressive therapy with daily aciclovir in the last 4 weeks of pregnancy. If vaginal delivery is unavoidable, aciclovir should be used in both mother and the baby, and use of scalp electrodes and other invasive techniques should be avoided.

Recurrent GH
Women presenting with recurrent infection should anticipate vaginal delivery unless there are lesions present at the onset of labour. Sequential viral cultures taken during late gestation do not predict viral shedding at term and are not indicated. Daily suppressive therapy with antiviral agents during the last 4 weeks of pregnancy should be offered. A recent Cochrane Database systematic review of seven RCTs assessing the effectiveness of third-trimester antiviral prophylaxis for recurrent GH with either aciclovir or valaciclovir concluded that antepartum antiviral prophylaxis reduced recurrences and viral shedding at delivery and reduced the need for Caesarean section deliveries.

For women presenting with recurrent lesions at term, the risk of neonatal infection is small (~3%) and therefore the risks of the baby developing neonatal herpes needs to be balanced with the operative risks to the mother. Within the UK, most women with lesions at the time of delivery will be delivered by Caesarean section for medicolegal reasons.

Prevention of infection acquisition in serodiscordant couples
It is important to identify women with male partners with GH at their first antenatal visit. Type-specific HSV serology can be used to identify susceptible women who are at risk of acquiring infection in the later half of pregnancy where the risk of neonatal herpes is greatest. These women should then be counselled on ways they can reduce their risk of HSV acquisition. These include abstinence during their partner’s recurrences and consistent use of condoms throughout pregnancy and especially during the third trimester. Pregnant women who are not infected with HSV-1 should also be advised about the risk of acquiring GH from oral sex with a partner with oral HSV. Suppressive therapy should be considered for the infected partner as a means of reducing HSV transmission and acquisition during pregnancy.

Interaction between HIV and HSV-2
There is increasing evidence that genital HSV-2 is a major driving force behind the HIV epidemic in sub-Saharan Africa. A meta-analysis by Freeman et al. concluded that HSV-2 infection is associated with a three-fold increase in the risk of HIV acquisition.

HSV is now widely known to facilitate HIV transmission. A prospective study among heterosexual HIV-1 discordant couples in Rakai, Uganda found that genital ulcer disease in the HIV-1 infected partner, primarily resulting from HSV-2, was associated with a four-fold increase in the likelihood of HIV-1 transmission.

HIV co-infection changes the natural
history of HSV-2, resulting in more frequent and severe clinical and subclinical recurrences.

A number of observational studies have found that HSV-2 reactivation increases the levels of HIV-1 in the plasma and genital secretions in those patients co-infected with HIV-1. A recent study demonstrated that suppressive treatment with valaciclovir 500 mg twice daily significantly reduced genital HIV shedding and plasma HIV viral loads in HSV-2/HIV-1 co-infected women. However, the more recent trials to date have yielded disappointing results, although there remains hope that HSV-2 suppressive treatment can reduce HIV-1 infectiousness and delay disease progression among the HIV-1-infected individuals whose disease has not progressed to the stage at which initiation of highly active antiretroviral treatment is routinely recommended.

**HSV-2 vaccines**

The development of an effective prophylactic vaccine against HSV-2 has been hampered by various obstacles. These include complexity of the virus life cycle and establishment of latency and the various strategies that HSV possesses for evading the immune response. It has also been challenging to discover the most immunodominant protein target in a large virus with more than 80 proteins, and continued work is being undertaken to try and identify how best to stimulate the most important immune mechanisms.

Although animal studies on vaccination strategies to prevent GH may be promising, clinical trials in humans have failed to prove efficacy. The only RCTs of a vaccine in humans showing partial efficacy against genital HSV-2 to date are those of the recombinant glycoprotein vaccine, gD2-AS04 vaccine (Simplirix®), a gD2 glycoprotein formulated in a mixture of alum and monophosphoryl lipid A adjuvant developed by GlaxoSmithKline.

Subanalyses of the two large, double-blind, placebo-controlled Phase III trials of 2714 volunteers with a partner with GH disease showed that the vaccine was 73–74% effective in preventing GH disease but only in women who were both seronegative for both HSV-1 and HSV-2 at baseline. The vaccine was, however, not found to be effective in women who were previously seropositive for HSV-1 and in men regardless of their HSV serological status. This suggests that prior HSV-1 infection protects against HSV-2 disease but the vaccine did not enhance this cross-reactive immune protection. The gender difference in efficacy is interesting, and plausible explanations for this may be due to gender-specific immunological responses or possibly anatomical differences between the male and female genital mucosa.

Further Phase III trials to explore the efficacy and mechanism of the Simplirix vaccine in preventing GH are in progress in collaboration with the US National Institutes of Health involving over 7000 HSV-1 and HSV-2 seronegative women.

Another vaccine containing glycoprotein gB2 and gD2 formulated in the MF59 adjuvant and developed by Chiron induced high levels of neutralising antibodies at least equivalent to natural infection but failed to show efficacy in preventing HSV acquisition (the overall efficacy rate was 9% and higher in women, ie, 26%).

**Future perspectives of vaccines**

Further clinical research needs to be undertaken into understanding the mechanisms of the HSV immune responses, the gender-specific differences induced by the HSV-2 vaccine as shown by the earlier clinical trials, and the interaction between HSV-1 and HSV-2 to inform future vaccine development. In tandem with this, further work needs to be done to determine how best to introduce the vaccine into existing health care systems.

Several questions remain unanswered and these will largely be determined by cost–benefit analyses. Would mass vaccination or a more targeted approach be more practical? When should vaccination be started and how frequently should the vaccine be given? Targeted strategies may include vaccinating women planning a pregnancy, adolescents before the onset of sexual activity, or partners of HSV carriers. Should vaccination be led by user demand and should it be preceded by blood testing to check HSV-1 serostatus?

It is important to consider public perceptions and political barriers to immunisation against GH. Parents are the main decision makers as regards their children’s health care, and the prospect of providing a vaccine to adolescent girls with the aim of preventing a sexually transmitted infection may provoke anxieties that it may encourage unsafe sex.

The interaction between HSV-1 and HSV-2 is important. Lack of efficacy of HSV-2 vaccines in HSV-1-infected individuals would render the vaccine of little use in countries where the HSV-1 seroprevalence is high.

Lastly, it is widely known that HSV facilitates HIV transmission. The development of a vaccine against GH that might prevent HIV transmission on an individual or wider level could potentially make the vaccine more attractive.
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My objection is the fact that all too often the style descends into what I can only describe as ‘hectoring’, particularly in the earlier, less factual chapters. The authors seem mildly irritated with the consumer in general. Hence the book is full of personal, and so on.